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their machinery, and in which they occupied themselves, and for
which they were paid salaries, and an allowance of 26 1-5 per
cent. for the superintendence and general expenses of this single
infringement, which was entirely outside of and detached from
its regular business, is excessive. While the usual and reasonable
salaries of such portion of the managing officers as have concern
with the infringing business are to be allowed, the items of taxes,
insurance, and use of real estate owned by the infringer are not
a part of general expenses. It is proper to allow "for the use of
tools, machinery,. power, and other facilities employed in the manu-
facture." Manufacturing Co. v. Cowing, 105 U. S. 253. It is im-
possible to estimate with accuracy, for the defendant's testimony
is not very helpful in this regard, how much ought to be allowed
for this class of expenses in this case. I have concluded, rather
than refer the question again to the master, to allow 10 per cent.,
which I consider a high estimate, upon the cost of the machines,
which makes the whole cost $8,067.87, and the profit upon the en-
tire sets of machinery $2,932.13. In the final decree, interest should
be allowed upon the sum adjudged to be due as profits from
November 17, 1893, the day when the master's report was sub-
mitted. Tilghman v. Proctor, 125 U. S. 136, 8 Sup. Ct. 894.
The defendant took sundry exceptions to the master's findings

in regard to the cost of the entire sets of machines, and also to
his finding of the cost of the patented machines. I am of opinion
that his findings were correct, except that 10 per cent. for general
expenses, instead of 26 1-5 per cent., should be added to the par-
ticular items of cost of labor and material and of expenditures.
As the questions relate exclusively to profits, and not to damages,
I have not examined the subject of the willfulness of the defend-
ant's infringement.
The second exception of the complainant and the sixth excep-

tion of the defendant are sustained. The residue of the report
of the master, so far as it relates to pecuniary profits, is confirmed.

PACIFIC CONTRACTING CO. v. BINGHAM.
(CirCUit Court, N. D. California. May 28, 1894.)

PATENTS-NOVELTY AND INVENTION-ASPHALT PAVING.
The Thurber patent, No. 319,125, claiming a process of working bltuml·

nous rock by softening it by applicatio.n of hot water or steam, and press-
ing it under heated rollers or other heated irons, although these features
of the process were old, covers a patentable invention, consisting In the
immediate use and compression of the softened material without the expul.
sion of moisture; all previous processes having Involved either rigid ex-
clusion or evaporation of moisture. Pacific Con1racting Co. v. Southern
California, etc., Co., 48 Fed. 300, followed.

This was a suit by the Pacific Contracting Company against Bing-
ham for infringement of patents.
Wheaton, Kallock & Kierce, for complainant.
Page, Eells & Wheeler and J. P. Langhorne, for defendant.
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e:nLBERT,'Circuit JUGgeI'!"Thisis:a;suit in equity to' enjoin the
inflJ.'iri,geme:nt.· of -letters. patent'N(). 319,125, issued· J nne 2, 1885,' to
Bfcer,iStei.ger&Thurber; No. 342,852, issued June
1,1S86,!t()'Austin Walratrn Both patents are for processes in the
prep8ll'fttion of niaterialforitsphaltpavements, and laying and roIl-
ing tlilecsame; In both to be prepared and laid is
the,na:tu.\I'al bituminous'rockof .California, a substance' composed
ofsandstO'lle and bitumeh:orasphaltum, commingled in such pro-
portiooS"lii to require the·a.;llilition of no other material for pave-
mentpurpbs6s. So far aSithis suit is concerned,there is no discern-
ible diffe-renee in the described in the two patents. The
earlier, or! as it.is called,the·Thurber,patent is clearly an anticipa-
tionofcthe Walrath patent,. and it will be. unnecessary to make
further re1erence to the latter, as it conferred upon the complainant
no right aeqtiired undertheeaTlier patent. The claim of the
Thurber patent is as follows:
. pr,eparlng; fOOling and paving material. consisting In the fol-
lowlng·>steps::]llrst, softemng·ipure native asphaltum by the application of
hot. watel.j,Ol' steam thereto: and, secondly, pressing it under heated rollers
or as and set forth,"
It is admitted that the· tlefendant has laid pavements under the

process'above· described,! and that he has infringed the same if the
patenti;jg iheld' valid. The defenses-relied. upon are that the patent
is vl(j)l(j.'f&r want of novelty and that the invention was
made-byl(j)'lily one of the three joint patentees, and that the descrip-
tion of ithe invention in the specification is not in such full, clear.

ternls as to enable any person skilled in the art
to use :tlie same.
Itwil be observed that there are two distinct steps in the process

as described-First, softening the material by hot water or steam;
second, rolling it with heated irons while still hot and permeated
with moisture from the steam. It is in the immediate use of the
materilU.;,so!sottened and moistened that the invention which is in-
volved in the process is said to consist. The other features of the
process-the application of the steam and the use of the heated
rollers-are undoubtedly old. The bituminous sandstone of Cali-
fornia, whichts the subject ofthil'l isa hard substance when
quarried, anpJis to .be Isoft and pliable before it is
available for' pavements. Prior to the expet'iments of Thurber and
his )VithhQr'fllter and steam, it had been the practice
to rock dry-heating the same. 'in caldrons, or
by cooking, it with the addition of coal tar. The result was unsatis-

either burnt in the process, and thereby
.. or, through the addition of the coal

tar:, w,llS'left stlcky and qifficult to,handle. The patentees of the
Thurber process discovered that the use of hot water or steam di-
rectll to the l{ituminous r9ck" and without the addition of
coal "tarot-any othersnbstance, a better result, left the
material in condition for immediate USefOl' paving, and greatlysim-
plified the preparatWn 'of the same. The Thurber patent has been
twice sustained in this' conrt,-in Ro(;k Co. v. Walrath, 41 Fed. 883,
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and Pacific Contracting Co; v. Southern California, etc., Co" 48 Fed.
300. In the latter case the same defenses were made that are pre-
sented in the case now bef()re the court. It was there held that,
although the idea of the !lPPlication of hot water or steam to a
substance for the purpose of rendering it soft and pliable was un-
doubtedly old, yet that the idea of such application to bituminous
rockin the course of preparation for roofing or paving purposes in-
volved an element of invention from the fact that it was opposed
to the generally accepted theory of the treatment of that substance,
and the universal belief of those engaged in using the same, which
was that the material must be kept waterproof, and must only be
heated by dry heat, to the rigid exclusion of moisture, and that the
presence of water or steam tended to its disintegration and destruc-
iion. That decision will be G.)cisive of this case unless the evidence
now offered presents the defenses in a new or different light.
The defendant insists that he has furnished new evidence of

the want of invention in the Thurber patent in the fact that the
Mme process was described and given to the public in the book of
E. Dietrich entitled "Die Asphalt Strassen," published in Berlin,
in Germany, in the year 1882. Reference was made to the contents
jof that volume in the answer to the bill, and it is now produced in
evidence. It treats of the construction of asphalt streets and roads.
{)n page 23 is described the process of preparing thebitumin()us
·r()ck of Lobsann for transportation from the quarry and for use in
street-making. The Lobsann bituminous rock is described as con-
sisting of limestone unevenly impregnated with bitumen, with por-
tions of the limestone wholly unimpregnated. One of the objects
of the process is the elimination of the unimpregnated rock. This
is done by placing the crude rock in iron vessels, into which steam
is forced. The steam causes the rock to fall to pieces, and the non-
Impregnated portions are thrown out, while the remainder is ground
between rollers. The author proceeds to say:
"But since the material, in consequence of this steaming process, is so

penetrated with moisture (which afterwards it does not lose in the
immediately following process of crushing and grinding), and since the re-
moval of this moisture is of great importance as well in the manufacture of
mastic as in the production of compressed asphalt, it might perhaps be
preferable to conduct hot air into the vessel of about 100 deg. celsius."
On page 108 the exclusion of the moisture is further insisted upon:
"The expulsion of the natural moisture from the asphalt stone is absolutely

necessary, because the powder cannot be pressed into a solid body by roller
or press unleSS. it be in a perfectly dry condition. Therefore bl'ing up the
temperature to the highest degree possible without running any danger of
driVing the bitumen out with the water."
In short, the process described by Dietrich consists in first steam-

Ing the rock, for the double purpose of separating the unimpreg-
nated portions of the rock from the remainder, and softening the
latter for grinding, and,second, evaporating the moisture from the
ground product to render it fit for compression into pavement. The
Thurber process consists in first softening the rock by steam, and,
second, in comprrs'iing it into pavement while still hot, and pEr-
,IDeated with moisture.
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The question 'not there is invention in the Thurber
proceslil is not perceived ,.1i4). ,be affected by any fact disclosed in the
book ofMr. Dietrich. If the proceslil described in that volume has any
bearing upon the questions involved in this caset it is rather to em-
phasize the fact that the Thurber proeess ran' counter to all the ac-
cepted ideas of the treatmeqt of bituminous rock for pavement pur-
poses, for Dietrich adheres to the view that all moisture must be
excluded. Through the, publication of his vi>lume there was con-
structively brought to the knowledge of all the world the fact that

rock could 'be and had been softened by the application
of ilteam, and that such application was not deemed injurious pro-
vided the moisture so introduced was expelled before compressing
and using the material. 'This was the state of the art prior to the
invention of Thurber and his associates. What they added was the
idea of the immediate use and compression of the steam-softened
material into pavement without the expulsion of the moisture, or
perhaps it would be'more accurate to say they omitted from the
Dietrich process a step which DietriCh and all others considered
essential, namely, the evaporation of the moisture which had been
introduced in the steaming process. Therein is the essence of the
Thurber invention. !t,was not the discovery 'of the fact that bi-
tuminous rock may be softened by steam. That fact may be pre-
sumed to have been known from time immemorial. It was the dis-
covery that the presence of the moisture in the substance thus
treated did not tend to destroy and disintegrate the finished

pavement. The complainant is entitled to a decree
as prayed for.

ZAN et ale v. McKENZIE.
(Circuit COurt, N. D. California. May 28, 1894.)

PATENTS-EXTENT OF CLAXM-BROOMS.
The Flynn patent, No. 218,251, for an. Improvement relating to the man-

ner of securing caps on wisp brooms concealing the fastening Wire, and
the constrnctlon of the handle, describes the cap as of velvet or similar
material, and the hlUldle as a paper tube, covered with such material, fit-
ting over a wooden stock, and the, description refers solely to its use in
wisp brooms. Held, that claim 1, for the cap so secured, in combination
with the wisp and such cylindrical Aandle, does not Cover large brooms
having a cap so secured, l>ut using a metalllc ferule, instead of the cylindri-
cal handle, notWithstanding a statement in the specification that the man-
ner of fllStening the cap might also be applied to large brooms as a finish;
as the only new feature in the combination was the cylindrical handle,
and there was no intimation that it could be used on large brooms.

This was a suit by Zan Bros. & Co. against George F. McKenzie
for infringement of a patent.
John L. Boone, for complainants.
Estee, Fitzgerald & Miller, for defendant.
GILBERT, Circuit Judge. This is a suit in equity brought by

Zan Bros. & Co. against George F. McKenzie for the infringement
of letters patent No. 218,251, issued August 5, 1879, to James H.
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Flynn, for an improvement in wisp brooms. That portion of. the
improvement which is involved in this case relates to the manner
of securing caps on wisp brooms, and its object is to enable a cap
of velvet or other similar material to be fastened in a neat and
secure manner without exposing the fastening wire which binds
the ends of the broom straw to the broom handle, and to economize
the construction of the handle without hurting its appearance.
The invention consists in fastening the under edge of the cap to
the wisp by wrapping it with wire, and then drawing the cap up
over the wire, and fastening its upper edge by wrapped wire, which
is thereafter concealed in the lower end of the handle; secondly,
it consists of a handle made of a paper tube wrapped or covered
with V'elvet or other fabricated material, adapted to fit over the
wooden stock to which it is secured by glue or tacks. The claim
which is said to be infringed reads as follows:
"Claim 1. As an improvement to wisp brooms, the cap, 0, having its

lower end, A, eoecured to neck, a, by a wire, c, while its body is drawn up
over said wire, and its upper end, b, secured to the stock, B, by a Wire, c,
in combination with wisp, A, and a cylindrical handle, D, adapted to slip
down over the stock, and rest upon the upper edge of cap, C, so as to con-
ceal the wire, c, fastening the upper end of the cap to the stock, whereby a
cap is furnished, made of velvet or other similar material, wherein the mode
of its fastening is entirely concealed, substantially as described,"
While the cylindrical covering for the upper edge of the binding

wire above the cap is described as the handle of a wisp broom,
and the claim just quoted refers expressly to an improvement in
wisp brooms, and the invention of the patent is so denominated by
the inventor, there is nevertheless in the specification the follow-
ing reference to the adaptability of a portion of the combination
to use in large brooms: "The manner of fastening the cap over
the butts of the straw may also be applied to large brooms as a
finish."
By virtue of rights which they claim to have acquired under the

patent, the complainants have manufactured and sold large brooms
or house brooms with the velvet cap secured in the manner de-
scribed in claim 1, and have concealed the upper binding wire
from view by means of a brass ferule of about an inch in width,
which slips down over the broom handle, and is of such size as to
fit snugly to the handle, while the lower half is widened or
flared so as to rest neatly against the velvet cap, and cover the
wires which, in the wisp broom, are covered by the cylindrical
handle. The defendant has constructed large brooms in the same
manner, but he defends against the charge of infringement upon the
ground that the complainants' patent is applicable only to wisp
brooms, and to the covering of the upper wire by means of a cylin-
drical handle of the form and material described in the specifica-
tions, and that it does not cover the use of a ferule upon large
brooms, such as that used both by the complainants and defendant.
In deciding what is the invention covered by the complainants'

patent, the court must be controlled by the language of the claim,
and the description of the improvement as set forth in the specifi-
cations, and not by the construction which the patentee or his as-
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'81gns'Ifiayhavep)aced' iupo:n ol"claim'edfor the patent subsequent
'Itlj:lit$ issue. Iftllh'languageof theelaim is broader thnnthe de-

the the claim 'must be so interpreted as to
to' theimpfrOvement described) 'Mitchellv.

The combination embraced in\ the patent
'added i1btttone feahiFe' 'to 'the. previously existing and: known de-

it had ,been se·
eured' abbut the straw 'butts In tMmanner descrIbed' in the patent.
'1'he:rn:ew,feature in combination 'was the cylindrical handle,

to perf0rmt the doublefunction of covering the upper
wi!:'e"Md affording' and economical handle to the broom.

inventor gives of his. improvemen.t
solely' Its use lD'V\T!SP brooms, and deSCrIbes the cylIndrIcal
handle';as a paper tube covered with velvet or other fabricated
material. No allusiOil'il'dl1ade to its application to large brooms,
except;fl14it .Qbove quoted, and allusion refers .. solely to the

(It over the straw butts, and amounts
to It that cap may be used upon large brooms.
There ;is in his referellce· no intimation that in the mind of the in-
yentol'rthe cylindrical han(}le .. could be used with the. cap,. or as a
part the :lDethod. of the, same, upon large bI.'Ooms. The

to'Jhe possible use of the'cl}.p with large brooms does not
ill. any wl;ty wliichjhepatentee would otherwise
have by ti'rttie of the svecifications aM claims of the patent. He
has the combination of the cap in a

the upper wire, but the com-
'the' the 'cap and a cylindrical handle

of a certain form and material. It'is true that the ferule, by cover-
ing tM I 11pper wire, p'erforms a portion of the function 'which is
accompUshedby the velvet·covered .handle of the patent, and pet-
forms all that that device could be made to do when applied to a
large'broomyf6r it is obvious that in a large broom the cylindrical
covering could not be as a hl;lndle; but the patentee has seen
fit all that is new of hisl;ombination to wisp brooms,
arid to the, 't1seof a cylinder .of a certa.in form and a certain mate-
rial. By s,orUmiting his invention he left the public free to use
upon large' brooms a 'metallic ferule, which is a covering of different
"form and, wholly different materinl from that described in the
patent Manufacturing Co. v. ROsenstock, 30 Fed. 67." The com-
plainants 1).ave not acquired the sole right to CO'\Ter the upper wires
'of' a broom. by a cylindrical in combination with the cap.
They have 61i1y the sole right to the use of that which is substan-
tially described in patent. The bill must therefore be dis-
missed. . ,
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COSTA et al. v. DROBAZ.
(CircultCourt, N. D. Ca'lifornia. May 28, 1894.)

PA'J'ENTS-PRIOR PUBLIC USE-FISHING' BOAT ATTACHMENTS.
To a suit for infringement of the Costa patent, No. 456,720, for attach-

ments for fishing boats by which It net may be towed astern of a single ves-
sel, consisting in. part of stanchions on each side of the vessel, provided
with metallic bands fitting their upper ends and having staples or eyes,
booms having hooks on their inner en,ds fitting the stays by which
th'e booms are held. and lines from the outer ends of the booms connect-
ing with the net, prior public use of .the attachment described with the
exception of the stanchions, the booms being hooked into eyed plates bolted
agaipstthlil bulwarks, is not a defense; it appearing that the use of the
stanchions. resulted in greater safety and ease of navigation, and increased
facility in handling the booms, and that this feature was new and original.

This was a suit by Pedro Costa and others against Mateo
for infringement- of patents.
John 1.. Boone, for complainants.
E. s. Heller, for defendant.
GILBERT, Circuit Judge. Pedro Costa and others bring a suit

in equity against Mateo Drobaz for the infringement of letters
patent No. 456,720, issued July 28, 1891, to Pedro Costa, for an im-
provement in fishing-boat attachments. The invention is described
as follows:
"The fishing' boat has a mast, B, and upon each side of the boat near the

rail is fixed a: short vertical post, C, having an Iron band, D, fitted around
its upper end. Upon the side of the band nearest tile rail is fixed a staple
or eye, E. To the staple a boom, F, fifty feet in length, is attached by the
hook, G. Near the outer end of each boom is fixed a band and an eye, H,
and from these eyes the suspending stays, I, extend up to the mast where
they pass over blocks, J, and lead down to the deck, so that, by means thereof,
the outer ends of the booms may be raised and lowered at will. From the
outer ends of the booms the stays, K, extend to the bow of the vessel. Upon
the outer ends of the booms are also fixed the eyes, L, to which are at-
tached the lines from the ends of the fishing net, the lines being about one
hundred and twenty-five fathoms in length. By means of these attachments,
a net, having a width equal to the length of the two booms and the inter-
vening hull of the vessel, may be towed astern by means of a single vessel,
and lowered for deep sea fishing, and raised and drawn upon the stern of
the vessel, as occasion may reqnire,-accomplishing a result that formerly
required the use of two vessels, purSUing a parallel course and maintaining
a uniform intervening space." .
The claim of the patent is as follows:
"A vessel having the vertical stanchions, C. upon each side, provided with

metallic bands fitting their upper ends, and having staples or eyes, E, booms
haVing hooks on their inner ends adapted to fit said eyes, stays by which the
booms are held in a horizontal position, projecting from the sideS of the
vessel, ropes extending from the outer ends of the booms, and connecting wi th
a net adapted to be towed behind the vessel, the lilles, O. baving rings
adapted to clasp the tow lines, the guiding sheaves or checks. p. at the stern
of the vessel, and the winding drums fonvard of the sheaves, SUbstantially
as herein described."
The defendant has constructed and used a vessel with fishing at-

tachments identical with those described in the patent, but he
makes defense to the suit upon the grounds-First1 that the im-


